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ABSTRACT 

The damping properties of a commercial polymer concrete are the subject of this application-

driven study, which is aimed to investigate the material suitability as a filler of machine bed 

components to limit vibrations arising in machine tools and automatic machines working at 

high dynamics. Two main goals are targeted: (i) quantitative evaluation of the elastodynamic 

effects due to the polymer concrete insertion into typical components of machine beds, in 

order to effectively assess its practical potential and (ii) determination of reliable models of 

the material, needed to simulate the dynamic response of new design solutions of machines 

featuring structural components filled with the polymer concrete. The paper is mainly focused 

on the methodological approach of both the experimental campaign and the signal processing 

that were carried out. Based on the promising results achieved, the possible use of the 

polymer concrete as a viable solution to enhance the dynamic behavior of an automatic 

machine is finally investigated and discussed as a case study.  

Keywords: Vibration and Acoustics, Dynamic Modelling, Material Testing, Concrete, 

Dampers 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The accuracy of automatic machines and machine tools is known to be highly hampered by an 

uncontrolled elastodynamic behavior of the machine components. With a particular focus on 

machine tools, vibrations and chatter can be triggered by several sources in a wide bandwidth, 

e.g. by tool cutting forces and/or inertial loads associated with the rapid movements for 

spindle positioning, or even by external vibrations transmitted through the ground [1, 2]. If 

excessive, these vibrations can reduce the tool life, degrade the quality of the machined 

surfaces, and cause inacceptable tolerances of the final products. Limiting their effects is thus 

mandatory in high-performance machines [3]. One problem is that, just due to the variegated 

sources of vibrations and working conditions, moving the system natural frequencies out of 

the excitation bandwidth could be difficult or even impossible. The introduction of vibration 

absorbers or tuned mass dampers could optimize the system dynamics, but it might be 

unfeasible in practice due to unacceptable design complexity. Hence, an effective way to 

improve the dynamic stability of the machine could be using special materials for structural 

components [4]. Hybrid structures, e.g. including polymer concretes (also referred to as metal 

castings), metal foams or fiber reinforced composites, generally prove enhanced mechanical 

properties with respect to structures made of steel or cast iron only [4-9]. In particular, 

polymer concretes are mainly exploited due to their damping properties [5, 10-14]. 

Commonly added as filling material of metal structural components, the polymer concrete 

efficiently absorbs the dynamic load energy and can thus limit the amplitude of vibrations 

triggered by the machine operations. Therefore, it proves particularly suitable for beds of 

machine tools featuring high performance and high precision [4, 8, 15-18]. 

In this context, an experimental investigation was performed to accurately characterize the 

damping properties of a polymer concrete proposed as a damping filler of machine bed 
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components. The study is application-driven, oriented to a practical case study offered by an 

industrial partner, to state if and how a specific commercial polymer concrete is a viable 

solution to enhance the dynamic performance of an automatic machine produced by the 

company. In particular, a rigorous and repeatable methodology (to possibly investigate other 

materials) was required to provide quantitative results suitable (i) to evaluate the actual 

effectiveness of the material and (ii) to set reliable models of the material involved in 

analytical or numerical elastodynamic analyses. Specifically, realistic values of its damping 

parameters are necessary to properly predict the dynamic response of different design 

solutions of new machine architectures featuring the damping filler. An extensive 

experimental campaign was carried out, mainly consisting in impact tests performed on ad-

hoc specimens. To achieve the first goal, comparative tests were performed on two metal 

beams, featuring a hollow cross section with and without, respectively, the core filled with the 

polymer concrete. Modal parameters and the free response of the beams to impact excitations 

were computed, analyzed, and compared from different perspectives (which are discussed) to 

bring the filler effects out. For the second target, experimental modal analyses were 

performed on three specimens, i.e. beams made of the polymer concrete only, featuring 

different stiffness. The aim was indeed to evaluate the modal parameters on a large bandwidth 

in order to extract experimental data suitable to set a material model as general as possible. 

Based on the experimental data, some alternative models of the material damping properties 

and the values of the corresponding parameters are proposed and discussed (focusing on their 

implementation in FEM software, largely used by manufacturer companies). To demonstrate 

the impact of the findings, the design process of a machine revised architecture, featuring 

concrete-filled bed components, is outlined and some preliminary results are discussed. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Specimens 

The preliminary choice of the company (based on market analysis, supply policy, and 

technical aspects, e.g. casting and filling processes) targeted the polymer concrete EPUMENT 

140/5, a three component cast polymer based on an epoxy resin and produced by RAMPF®, 

as the object of investigation (Table 1). According to the test aims, two families of specimens 

were produced for the experimental campaign (Table 2): (i) two steel beams, with a 

rectangular hollow cross section (5 mm thick), one hollow and the other one filled with the 

polymer concrete (Fig. 1a), for the back-to-back testing conceived to measure the damping 

properties of the filler; (ii) polymer concrete beams with rectangular cross section featuring 

different size (Fig. 1b). In order to avoid outcome uncertainties due to the concrete 

composition, the three specimens considered in this study were obtained by cutting slices with 

different thickness from the same beam. 

 

2.2 Experimental setup and test procedures 

All the specimens were subjected to roving-hammer impact tests in free-free boundary 

condition to perform modal and free response analyses, in Frequency and Time domains, 

respectively. In practice, the beams were suspended by a low-stiffness elastic rope (Fig. 2a), 

instrumented with a tri-axial accelerometer placed at one corner (T1 in Fig. 2b), and excited 

with an impact hammer. The modal geometry consisted of 20 nodes that were excited along Y 

and Z directions (Fig. 2b), 10 times each for the sake of statistical reliability. Specimen E03 is 

an exception, being represented by 10 nodes only, due to its small thickness. Acceleration and 

force signals were sampled at 8192Hz, for the duration of 4s. 
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Table 1: Nominal properties of EPUMENT 140/5 (from commercial datasheet). 

Density: ρ 2300 kg/m3 

Modulus of elasticity: E > 30000 N/mm² 

Logarithmic decrement: δ 0.035 
Wall thickness of cast: tmin > 25 mm 

Maximum grain size: ϕ 5 mm 

 
Table 2: Specimen properties. 

Name Description Size [mm] Mass [kg] 

HSB Hollow steel beam  100x50x750 7.98 

FSB Steel beam filled with EPUMENT 140/5 100x50x750 13.88 

E40 EPUMENT 140/5 beam  79x40x500 3.66 
E20 EPUMENT 140/5 beam  79x20x500 1.82 

E03 EPUMENT 140/5 beam  79x3x500 0.27 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Test specimens: (a) concrete-filled and hollow steel beams; (b) polymer concrete beams. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Example of test set up: specimen E20; (b) modal geometry of the beams. 

 

2.3 Signal processing 

It is known that structural damping is generally difficult to identify and even more difficult to 

model. In the field of Sound and Vibrations, the most popular way is the definition of 

damping coefficients in the Frequency domain. The literature offers a number of parameters, 

depending on the specific sector of application, which are associated with a single vibration 

mode, e.g. damping ratio, logarithmic decrement, loss factor, quality factor, decay constant… 

In practice, they carry very similar information, being interrelated through analytical 

formulations [19]. The datasheet of EPUMENT 140/5 (Table 1) provides the logarithmic 
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decrement as a measure of its damping properties, but information relative to the test 

procedures for its determination are not known. In this study, the damping ratio (ζ, also 

known as damping coefficient or fraction of critical damping) is chosen as the target of the 

experimental investigation.  

For all the tests, excitation and response signals were processed to compute the Frequency 

Response Functions (FRFs) and – by means of the so-called POLYMAX algorithm [20] – the 

modal parameters of the specimens, i.e. mode shapes Xi, natural frequencies ωni, and damping 

ratios ζi (i = 1, 2…) [21]. 

Since the additional mass of the filler material is expected to lower the natural frequencies of 

specimen FSB with respect to HSB, the direct comparison of their damping ratios could be not 

comprehensive to practically assess the global dynamic effect associated with the introduction 

of the polymer concrete into the hollow section of the steel beams. Hence, the overall free 

damped responses of HSB and FSB were analyzed in Time domain, at first computing the 

time needed to reduce the overall vibration level by a certain factor. The idea is similar to the 

reverberation time concept used in Acoustics [22] and differs from the previously mentioned 

parameters by considering the overall vibration signal instead of single vibration modes. In 

particular, a scalar index (hereinafter named 
95

Ht  and 
95

Ft  for HSB and FSB, respectively) is 

calculated as the instant when the running average of the acceleration peaks drops to 5% of its 

maximum value. Such a metrics is representative of the structural damping properties of the 

specimen materials (steel and steel/EPUMENT) irrespective of the actual response 

amplitudes. The latter depend on both the resonance frequencies and the impact force energy, 

which resulted significantly different for the two specimens (cf. Section 3.1). Hence, to 

consider the specific behavior of the two beams as well, a further analysis is proposed aiming 

at the evaluation of the energy level ratio between the response (vibration) and the excitation 

(impact). In particular, for both the tested beams, the ratios H

RMS  and F

RMS  between the Root 

Mean Square (RMS) values of acceleration and impact force are computed (for the duration 

95

Ht  and
95

Ft , respectively) and compared. 

Based on experimental data, a number of damping models could be derived, their choice 

depending on the intended use. The specific application-driven aim of this work led to target 

numerical models suitable to FEM simulations. Based on most FEM software specifications, 

three models are here determined (and discussed later) along with the corresponding 

parameter values:  

1. proportional damping (Model 1);  

2. constant damping ratio (Model 2); 

3. piecewise-constant damping ratios (Model 3). 

With reference to the free-vibration equations of motion in Eq. 1, the proportional damping 

model, also known as Rayleigh model [21, 23], assumes the viscous damping coefficients 

matrix C as a linear combination of the mass and stiffness matrices, M and K respectively 

(Eq. 2). This mathematical expedient permits the diagonalization of all the matrices, largely 

simplifying the solution of the Eq. 3, thus explaining the wide spreading of this approach 

which, on the other side, has no physical justification and may even lead to inaccuracies [24]. 

 

  Mx Cx Kx 0  (1) 

  C M K  (2) 

     Mx M K x Kx 0  (3) 
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The proportional damping coefficients  and  can be estimated by means of spectral 

modelling [23]. For the ith vibrational mode, under the assumption of proportional damping, 

the following expression holds: 

22 i i i
i ni ni

i i

c m k

m m

 
   


    , (4) 

where mi, ki, ci, are the modal mass, modal stiffness, and modal damping of the ith mode, 

respectively. Once the modal parameters ωni and ζi are known for N modes, Eq. (5) directly 

provides the coefficients  and : 
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λ A b . (6) 

 

The higher the number modes N and the larger the frequency bandwidth [ωn1, ωnN], the more 

general the resulting model. This is the reason why three beams featuring different mass and 

stiffness characteristics were produced and tested. 

 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Evaluation of EPUMENT 140/5 damping effectiveness 

The back-to-back comparison between the hollow and concrete-filled steel beams (HSB and 

FSB, respectively) was conceived to assess the effects of the polymer concrete EPUMENT 

140/5 on the elastodynamic behavior of the specimen, with a special focus on its damping 

capability. Table 3 lists the modal parameters estimated through Experimental Modal 

Analysis (EMA) as well as their comparison, in terms of ratio of the specimens damping 

ratios and percentile variation of natural frequencies. It is noteworthy the high increment of 

the torsional mode natural frequencies due to the filler despite the general decrease of flexural 

mode resonances caused by additional mass. The mean values (μ) of damping ratios and their 

ratios are computed, along with the corresponding standard deviations (σ) and relative 

standard deviations (σ* = σ/μ·100). Notwithstanding the significant scatter of results (cf. σ*), it 

can be reasonably concluded that EPUMENT 140/5 proves good damping properties, being 

the damping ratios of FSB on the average about three times the HSB ones.  

The Time domain analysis of the overall free response of the specimens was performed to 

consider simultaneously all the vibration modes excited by the impact force. For each impact 

tests performed on the two beams, the indices 
95

Ht , 
95

Ft  and the ratios H

RMS , F

RMS were 

computed, respectively, as a measure of the vibration amplitude decay rates and of the energy 

dissipations due to structural damping. The results reported here refer to the acceleration Z 

component of point T1 (Fig. 2), 1Tz , in response to the impact force provided to the same 

point along Z, 1T zf .  

For 95t  indices, the running average of peaks has been computed referring to moving windows 

with different widths, in order to check the results’ sensitivity to this algorithm parameter. 

The scatter proves very small for windows containing from 5 to 40 points, the maximum 
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Table 3: Modal parameters of hollow (superscript H) and concrete-filled (F) steel beams. 

Mode shape Mode order Natural Frequency Damping ratio Comparison 

Xi i ωni [Hz] ζi [%] FSB vs. HSB 

Description HSB FSB 
H

ni  
F

ni  
H

i  
F

i  /F H

i i   
FH

ni  

1st flexural mode (XZ plane) 1 1 602 506 0.09 0.26 3.04 -16.0% 

1st flexural mode (XY plane) 2 2 1030 887 0.06 0.13 2.33 -13.9% 

1st torsional mode (X axis) 3 4 1298 1584 0.05 0.25 5.40 +22.1% 

2nd flexural mode (XZ plane) 4 3 1414 1333 0.07 0.13 1.93 -5.7% 

2nd torsional mode (X axis) 5 7 1573 3161 0.05 0.22 4.62 +100.9% 

3rd flexural mode (XZ plane) 6 6 2148 2463 0.08 0.22 2.90 +14.6% 

2nd flexural mode (XY plane) 7 5 2474 2199 0.06 0.14 2.57 -11.1% 

   Mean (μ) 0.06 0.19 3.26  

   Std. (σ) 0.015 0.058 1.272  

   Rel. Std. (σ
*
) 24.2% 29.6% 39.1%  

 

relative standard deviation associated with the obtained 95t  values being *

5 40 3.06%p   . 

Considering moving windows containing 25 peak values, the main results (averaging the 10 

test data for each specimen) confirm that the filler material introduced in the steel beam core 

triples the damping characteristics: 

*

95 1 10

*

95 1 10

0.358 ( 6.19%)

0.119 ( 5.87%)

H

t

F

t

t s

t s









 

 
 

As an example, Fig. 3 reports the time signal responses of the specimens measured in single 

impact tests (third and fifth runs for HSB and FSB, respectively) and the running averages of 25 

amplitude peaks (red curves).  

It can also be noted the difference between the acceleration amplitude levels, which are not 

taken into account when comparing both the t95 indices and the damping ratios. What is more, 

in order to excite the FSB modes higher impact forces were required with respect to HSB (Fig. 

4). The ratios between the RMS values of accelerations and impact forces (computed over 

time windows lasting 0.358s and 0.119s for HSB and FSB, respectively) make it intrinsically 

possible to account for this aspect too. The mean values, averaged over the 10 tests, and 

relative standard deviations are: 

1_ *

1 10

1 _

1_ *

1 10

1 _

54.3 ( 18.97%)

6.1 ( 3.39%)

H

T RMSH

RMS tH

T z RMS

F

T RMSF

RMS tF

T z RMS

z

f

z

f

 

 





  

  

8.09
H

RMS

F

RMS




  . 

Their comparison stresses the influence of the polymer concrete core to a greater extent than 

the previous analyses and confirms once and for all the potential suitability of EPUMENT 

140/5 as a filler material of machine bed components to limit vibrations. 

3.2 Material model 

Form the EMA performed on the three polymer concrete specimens E03, E20, and E40, 24 

pairs (ωni, ζi) were retrieved and exploited to determine the damping parameters of the 

material models to be used in numerical analyses (where filled components may be possibly 

made of material different from the steel of specimens HSB and FSB). 
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Figure 3. Examples of free responses of HSB and FSB. 

 

Figure 4. Peak values of the impact forces acting on point T1 in Z direction measured for all the tests. 

 

Model 1 is here defined as the proportional damping model of Eqs. (1, 2), very popular in 

FEM software. Introducing the experimental data (ωni, ζi) into Eq. (6), Eq. (5) provides  

α = 46.27s–1 and β = 5.88·10–7s which completely determine model (Fig. 5). It can be noticed 

that Model 1 matches satisfactorily the experimental data only for the bandwidth higher than 

500 Hz. Based on the application which the study is primarily addressed to, this could be a 

problem as the first natural frequencies of machine basements are generally below 100 Hz, 

where Model 1 largely overestimates the material damping property, up to one order of 

magnitude. FEM simulations could thus provide unreliable (and not safe) results. 

3.2 Material model 

For the EMA performed on the three polymer concrete specimens E03, E20, and E40, 24 

pairs (ωni, ζi) were retrieved and exploited to determine the damping parameters of the 

material models to be used in numerical analyses (where filled components may be possibly 

made of material different from the steel of specimens HSB and FSB). 

Model 1 is here defined as the proportional damping model of Eqs. (1, 2), very popular in 

FEM software. Introducing the experimental data (ωni, ζi) into Eq. (6), Eq. (5) provides  

α = 46.27s–1 and β = 5.88·10–7s which completely determine model (Fig. 5). It can be noticed 

that Model 1 matches satisfactorily the experimental data only for the bandwidth higher than 

500 Hz. Based on the application which the study is primarily addressed to, this could be a 

problem as the first natural frequencies of machine basements are generally below 100 Hz, 

where Model 1 largely overestimates the material damping property, up to one order of 

magnitude. FEM simulations could thus provide unreliable (and not safe) results. 

Hence, two models are proposed (available in most FEM software): constant and piecewise-

constant damping ratios (Model 2 and Model 3, respectively) are simply computed by 

averaging the experimental values within discrete frequency bandwidths (Fig. 6). Table 4 
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reports their values along with the measures of their scatter. The bandwidths defined for 

Model 3 are chosen as those minimizing the relative standard deviations *

i
  associated with 

the mean values 
i

 . 

In the authors’ analysis of results, Model 2 ( 0.73%  ) is considered as the best choice for 

representing EPUMENT 140/5 properties in numerical simulations, as it is the simplest one 

and proves suitable scatter with respect to experimental values ( exp exp

min max0.46%, 0.99%   ) in 

the whole bandwidth of interest. Nonetheless, Model 1 and Model 3 have been presented here 

due to their underlying approach which could be more suitable for other materials. 

It is worth noting that the logarithmic decrement computed from the damping ratio  through 

the following equation [21, 23] 

2

2
0.046

1





 


 

is 30% larger than the nominal value reported in Table 1. 

Since the material model is here supposed to be implemented in FEM software, the 

comparison between experimental and numerical modal analysis requires to update the values 

of density (ρ) and Modulus of elasticity (E) of Table 1 to 2292   kg/m3 and 

35196E  MPa in order to validate the numerical models. Table 5 reports, as an example 

referred to specimen E40, the better accuracy of the validated model (FEM2) with respect to 

the model (FEM1) obtained starting from the nominal value of Table 1.  

 

Figure 5. Experimental values of material damping ratios and their interpolation based on Model 1. 

 

Figure 6. Model 2, Model 3, and experimental values of material damping ratios.  
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Table 4: Constant (Model 2) and piecewise-constant (Model 3) damping ratio models. 

Bandwidth [Hz] 
Model 2 Model 3 

[%]  [%]  *
/    [%]i  [%]i  *

/
i i i

    

0-200 

0.73 0.12 17.0% 

0.94 0.05 5.2% 

200-750 0.72 0.10 13.4% 

750-1500 0.54 0.13 24.4% 

≥ 1500 0.73 0.06 8. 8% 

  
Table 5: Natural frequencies of E40: experimental data (EMA),  

preliminary (FEM1), and validated (FEM2) numerical results. 

Mode 
EMA FEM1 FEM2 

ωni [Hz] ωni [Hz] Δωni ωni [Hz] Δωni 

1st flexural mode (XZ plane) 632 580 -8.2% 629 -0.5% 

1st flexural mode (XY plane) 1161 1059 -8.8% 1149 -1.0% 

2nd flexural mode (XZ plane) 1678 1540 -8.2% 1671 -0.4% 

1st torsional mode (X axis) 1875 1700 -9.3% 1844 -1.7% 

2nd flexural mode (XY plane) 2897 2609 -9.9% 2831 -2.3% 

3rd flexural mode (XZ plane) 3152 2876 -8.8% 3121 -1.0% 

2nd torsional mode (X axis) 3780 3407 -9.9% 3697 -2.2% 

1st torsional mode (X axis) 3979 3601 -9.5% 3907 -1.8% 

 

4. APPLICATION: NEW DESIGN OF A MACHINE BED 

The practical application of the previous findings turns out into the design of a new variant of 

an automatic machine bed. This Section illustrates the design approach, limited to the first 

steps, to complete the outline of the methodological framework which the paper is devoted to: 

details of the machine and the final outcome cannot be reported, being confidential 

information of the manufacturer.  

The target of the investigation is the frame of an automatic machine that basically consists of 

a main basement which supports a beam structure hosting rotary operational units (Fig. 7a). In 

order to introduce the damping material filler, the current design of the structure is firstly 

revised by replacing folded steel sheet components with hollow cross section beams, welded 

or bolted to each other, still keeping the same overall layout. Five possible solutions, featuring 

different production complexity, are analyzed to obtain their relative comparison: 

- S0: current structure; 

- S1: new structure with no filler (Fig. 7b); 

- S2: new structure with EPUMENT 140/5-filled main basement (Fig. 7c); 

- S3: new structure with EPUMENT 140/5-filled beam structure (Fig. 7d); 

- S4: new structure with EPUMENT 140/5-filled basement and beam (Fig. 7e). 

A numerical modal analysis was performed by means of the FEM software Ansys 17.1. All 

the components were modelled through 3D elements featuring quadratic shape functions 

(Solid186), with the exception of the basement feet that were meshed with finite elements 

based on the Timoshenko beam theory and featuring linear shape function (Beam188). Rigid 

fixed joints constrained the bottom nodes of these four elements to the ground. 
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   (a) 

 (b)  (c) 

 
(d)  (e) 

Figure 7. Design variants of new machine bed: (a) 3D model of S1, (b) S1, (c) S2, (d) S3, (e) S4.  

 
Table 6: Natural frequencies of the machine bed design variants.  

Model Natural frequency ωni [Hz] 

S0 44 56 63 73 79 85 89 

S1 57 66 87 92 108 

>125 
S2 59 68 87 96 108 

S3 46 54 72 77 93 

S4 48 56 73 81 95 

 

The mesh was controlled by imposing just one criterion on the automatic generation by the 

software, i.e. the setting the minimum number of elements (2 to 4) along the smallest size of 

the component geometries. The mesh convergence was studied on model S1 and the resulting 

inference was then kept for all the other models. With two elements along the thickness of the 

thinnest components, a total of 25073 elements and 73801 nodes were generated. With four 

elements, instead, 59592 elements and 147928 nodes significantly increased the 

computational complexity of the model: nevertheless, no major benefits appeared in terms of 

accuracy, being only –0.5% the maximum variation of the natural frequency values.  

Table 6 reports the natural frequencies (computed from the FEM models featuring two 

elements along the thickness of the smallest components), limited to the bandwidth 0–125 Hz, 

considered of interest for the machine working conditions. Local modes, e.g. the shell mode 

of a wall, are disregarded as they prove functionally negligible. The presence of hollow cross 

section beams instead of folded sheets makes the system stiffness increase: S1 features natural 

frequencies higher than S0 and, generally, altered mode shapes. On the other side, the 

additional mass of the polymer concrete filler, though apparently negligible for S2, tends to 

lower the natural frequencies of S3 and S4 with respect to S1.  

In order to spot the filler influence on the machine dynamics in working conditions, forced 

vibration responses are computed simulating a rotating load due to the operational unit 

located inside the upper beam. With reference to Fig. 7(a) two sinusoidal forces, out-of-phase 

by 90°, are applied to point PIN. Through harmonic analysis performed in the bandwidth 1–

125 Hz, the acceleration response of the tip point POUT is analyzed in Frequency domain for all 

the design variants and used for a back-to-back comparison. Table 7 and Fig. 8 report the 
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RMS values and the Fourier Transform amplitudes of the Y and Z acceleration components, 

respectively. It is worth noting a few remarks: 

- the new structure design, if empty (S1), worsens the machine bed dynamic behavior in 

operational conditions (Table 7), notwithstanding the natural frequency increments 

(Table 6, Fig. 8). This is due to the shape of the excited modes, which are different 

from S0 ones and are apparently more critical; 

- the presence of the damping material as a filler largely improves the vibration 

response with respect to S1 (Table 7), even for the variant S2 which features very 

similar natural frequencies (Table 6); 

- both the design variants S3 and S4 outperform the other solutions, the filling of the 

upper beam with polymer concrete proving a successful expedient to damp vibrations.  

Based on this analysis, solution S3 is targeted as the most viable one, due to the limited 

complexity in the production process. In order to complete the overall feasibility study, a 

provisional cost analysis has been performed considering the polymer concrete cost (about 75 

kg being required to fill the beam structure), the additional manpower effort (two persons 

working about one hour to prepare the mixture and fill the beam are estimated), and the 

possible increased cost for the design modifications of the new machine architecture (S3) with 

respect to the current version (S0). The latter can be considered basically negligible, due to the 

assembly-to-order business strategy of the Company and the actual production/sales volume 

 

Table 7: RMS values of Y and Z acceleration components of point POUT. 

 
S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 

ay_RMS[m/s2] 219.8 239.6 112.3 46.9 50.9 

az_RMS[m/s2] 151.8 249.2 69.6 49.4 47.6 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Fourier Transform normalized amplitudes of POUT acceleration Y and Z components.  
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of the machine over years. Other fixed costs, e.g. for modifications of the industrial plant 

possibly required, are unpredictable and thus disregarded at this stage. All in all, an increment 

of +6% has been evaluated for the production cost of the machine S3 version with respect to 

the current one. It is worth noting that the case study is targeted on a low price-range model of 

a wider machines’ family: if the design variant S3 was implemented into the highest quality 

product, the estimated production cost increment would be limited to +0.5%. 

Hence, starting from the preliminary version, further design modifications have been 

introduced to increase natural frequencies and – partly – alter the mode shapes, aiming to 

improve the system dynamic response. A prototype has been developed and subjected to a 

number of tests. Unfortunately, the final result is confidential and cannot be published: the 

above mentioned analysis is only reported with the purpose to illustrate the methodological 

approach.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The deep investigation on the damping properties of a commercial polymer concrete, to probe 

its potential use as a filler of an automatic machine bed, was the application-driven target of 

this study. The paper is mainly intended to illustrate the research approach. In particular, 

based on impact testing some quantitative metrics to evaluate the damping characteristics of 

the material are proposed in both the Time and Frequency domains. Moreover, starting from 

the experimentally determined modal parameters, alternative models of the material are 

determined and proposed for numerical analyses. Finally, as an example of practical 

application of the achieved findings, the design process to improve the dynamic response of 

the target machine is partly illustrated: the numerical results prove the actual effectiveness of 

the polymer concrete as a bed component filler to significantly damp the machine vibrations 

in working conditions. 
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